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Rockwell Diamonds (RDI.T 40 cents) 

www.rockwelldiamonds.com 

 

Shares Outstanding: 54 million / Market Cap $22 million 

Approx. Net Book Value:  $52 Million (96 cents/share) 

  

[Beneficiation diamond pipeline of approx. 6,300 carats: 

$ value not included in book value - See my notes on page 10. ** 

 

Financials Ending May 31st   

 

Cash & Receivables: $7.5 Million 

Rough diamond Inventory of 2,966 carats: $7.5M  (last qtr avg value $2,967/carat) 

Net Book value of property & plant: $29M 

Net Book value of proven diamond reserves: $27M * 

 Current debt: $16M / Long term debt: $3M 

 

RDI Estimated “in situ” (in the ground) reserves of 1.5M carats – potential value near $1.8 Billion 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

August 2013 I featured Empire Industries (EIL.V 16 cents) at 6.5 cents to Ticker Trax subscribers. This was a 

company with exposure to steel fabrication, oil service and amusement parks.  The stock gained 150% but this 

came after they experienced three years of stagnant growth - and was completely ignored by the investment 

community. 

 

We ran into this same scenario with Espial (ESP.T $3.03) in 2013 when no one was paying attention to this 

Ottawa tech company. I dropped coverage too soon (still with very strong gains) but Espial gained 600% 

between the summer of 2013 and now.  

 

While I don’t follow either company anymore, they provided us with strong gains AND diversification. Rockwell 

is a similar scenario. It provides diversification, has been ignored for almost three years, and their business (and 

their industry) are showing significant signs of new life. 

 

Rockwell is not your typical diamond producer – they target VERY large investment grade diamonds and their 

mines produce some of the highest carat values in the world. 

http://www.rockwelldiamonds.com/


 

 
 

Few people (typically the 1%) can afford to buy this type of diamond as an investment. They range in price 

from tens of thousands to several million dollars. Rockwell is an alternative way to invest in this side of the 

business as it allows us to speculate on the miner + the profit sharing arrangement they have with one of the 

world’s largest diamond cutters and marketers – Diacore International (part of the Steinmetz Diamond Group 

and considered one of De Beers' largest diamond dealers). 

 

 

JUNE 3rd - FUND GIANT PIMCO BULLISH ON INVESTMENT GRADE DIAMONDS 

 

Pimco is one of the largest and most successful money management firms in the world – they oversee $1.9 

Trillion in assets with a primary focus on corporate and government bonds. June 3rd Mark Kiesel (chief 

investment officer) wrote in a report that he was bullish on the debt of diamond and telecommunication 

companies.  

 

“The increasing diamond demand from emerging markets’ burgeoning middle class will probably outstrip supply 

as consumers buy the stones for jewelry or to store wealth.” 

 



In May Rockwell's CEO (James Campbell) discussed this very issue in a public interview and said investor demand 

was high for corporate debt to finance growth and acquisitions within the high value diamond industry. His 

comments came a couple weeks prior to Kiesel’s report. Campbell was the former personal assistant to Nicky 

Oppenheimer, the Chairman of DeBeers so he is intimately familiar with this industry. 

 

According to Pimco and Barron’s, the growing middle class of China along with their hundreds of newly minted 

Billionaires are looking for stock and bond alternatives. And apparently this isn’t isolated to the Chinese. A 

similar trend is being seen at auction houses with high net worth investors from India, Europe, and the United 

States. The most recent high value diamond auction attracted agents and high net worth buyers from over 30 

countries.  

 

Summer media supports what Pimco is seeing: 

 

May 3rd – 100 carat diamonds strike gold at Sotheby’s Geneva 

 

http://o.canada.com/news/100-carat-diamonds-strike-gold-at-sothebys-

geneva-jewelry-auction 

 

May 24th – Christie’s Geneva sets highest total ever for jewelry sale 

 

http://www.diamonds.net/News/NewsItem.aspx?ArticleID=46934&ArticleTitle=Christies+Geneva+Sets+Highest

+Total+Ever+for+Jewelry+Sale 

 

June 10th – Christie’s Jewelry International Head discusses the appeal of investing in colored diamonds (short 

video) 

 

http://www.bloomberg.com/video/why-now-is-the-time-to-own-diamonds-HiJwfInhTgK86DT5pjP4lA.html 

 

June 5 - Scarselli Diamonds discusses the colorful diamond craze with Bloomberg Television 

 

http://www.bloomberg.com/video/why-this-color-diamond-is-worth-18m-YF7ZZ4hnSaWmCJdkm3HjmA.html 

 

August 9 – Rio Tinto expects strong demand growth for diamonds in medium to long term 

 

http://www.diamondworld.net/contentview.aspx?item=9421&sthash.HhKSI5S3.mjjo  

 

Two efforts are also underway to build exchange traded funds (ETF) focused on diamonds as an investment but 

they would need to secure adequate physical supply and that would be difficult given the tight nature of supply. 

One industry analyst had the following comments recently: 

 

“The big diamond mines in the world are starting to wind down. Mining companies have not found a tier 1 

diamond mine since the early 90s that they can mine. BHP Billiton, the biggest mining company in the world got 

http://o.canada.com/news/100-carat-diamonds-strike-gold-at-sothebys-geneva-jewelry-auction
http://o.canada.com/news/100-carat-diamonds-strike-gold-at-sothebys-geneva-jewelry-auction
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out. They just can’t find any more diamond mines. Rio Tinto, the second-biggest mining company in the world, 

has spent billions trying to find more mines and couldn’t.” 

 

FROM DUNDEE - MAY 27 

 

Two years of rising [diamond] prices have been attributed to new demand in China and India, as well as a return 

to pre-crisis demand levels in the U.S. 

 

Dundee cites figures from Bain & Company’s Global Diamond Report 2013, which calculated a decade of supply 

growing at 2% annually, outpaced by demand growth of 5.1% as “existing mines get depleted and no major 

new deposits come online.” 

 

Among other implications, jewellers need to “secure an adequate and consistent supply of polished diamonds in 

the range of sizes, shapes and colours suited to their product lines,” Bain stated. “A number of premium 

retailers have already integrated backwards along the value chain by investing in mining assets and cutting 

and polishing operations and securing access to primary rough supply. This trend is expected to continue.” 

 

Keeping in mind the 10 to 12 or more years needed to take an economic discovery into production, “they need 

to be looking now,” 

 

FEW PUBLIC COMPANIES IN THIS NICHE SPACE 

Lucara Diamonds (LUC.T $2.75) - Market Cap near $1 Billion 

 

There is a handful of diamond “producers” listed in North America but with the exception of Lucara, these 

companies produce smaller carat diamonds on a large production scale. The market for these diamonds is 

typically wedding or engagement rings and utilization in retail jewellery. The range of retail value per rock may 

average anywhere from a few hundred dollars to a few thousand dollars. 

 

Lucara on the other hand is a newer diamond producer in Botswana and Lesotho controlled by the wealthy 

Lundin family. Lucara's market cap is so high because they mine very valuable diamonds from Mothae in 

Lesotho. 

 

The rock sizes and value would be very similar to Rockwell but the primary difference is that Rockwell mines 

from gravels (dry river beds) and Lucara mines from hard rock - this provides a greater degree of reliability in 

reserve estimates and forecasting long term recoveries. 

 

Where Rockwell in 2015 will be targeting the recovery of approx. twenty five (50+ carat diamonds per year), 

Lucara this past quarter was able to recover 13 diamonds larger than 100 carats - two of which exceeded 200 

carats. 

 

While Lucara's recovery potential is larger (slightly more than double) and more reliable long term, it is 

important to keep in mind that Lucara is valued at almost $1 Billion while Rockwell is currently valued by the 

market at only $22 Million! 



 

The carat value of large gem quality diamonds is also demonstrated here: 

 

April 10th Lucara stone tender sale - the highest-value stones sold were a 167.1-carat and an 86.8-carat 

diamond, which sold for $12.7-million ($75,821 per carat) and $5.1-million ($58,627 per carat), respectively.  Of 

the 20 diamonds on offer, 15 of these sold for more than $1-million, including eight which sold for more than 

$2-million. 

 

October 2013 Gem Diamonds of London - sold a couple rare diamonds from its mine in Lesotho for $12.3 

million. Most of the revenue came from its rare 12.47-carat blue diamond, which fetched $603,047 per carat or 

a total of $7.5 million, a new record high for a blue stone. The company also sold an 82-carat exceptional quality 

white diamond for $4.8 million. 

 

In the chart below, Rockwell's Tirisano mine is under contract (revenue sharing) and the mines shown in the 

third horizontal bar are their core properties (explained further in this report). Those diamonds are sold 

wholesale at auction OR if over 5 carats, are put into the revenue sharing pool (50/50) with Diacore who cut, 

polish and retail (or auction) the diamonds - this process is where the most money can be made. 

 

 
 

SPECULATION STRATEGY 

 

Almost 3 years ago (summer of 2011) near 50 cents I looked at Rockwell but the company had just appointed a 

new CEO (James Campbell) who was tasked with turning around mining operations.  

 



I waited around a couple quarters but then dropped coverage with a small loss. Because Rockwell mines alluvial 

diamond deposits, they can be very rich but also erratic. It took James longer than I expected to improve 

recovery rates, dispose of non productive properties (or contract them out), and generally work toward 

improving the bottom line – which this past year they have been making tremendous progress on. 

 

[One of the smartest things Rockwell did was put in a bulk X-Ray machine. These were very successfully utilized 

in the Russian diamond industry. Once he did this, it dramatically improved their odds of recovering high value 

rocks.] 

 

 
 

 

Similar to Empire and Espial, the market during these turnaround stages chose to completely ignore these 

companies. Once a turnaround appeared well underway, there was no audience to follow them - that is also the 

point at which I identified them - and fortunately it worked out well. 

 

However, just because Empire and Espial worked very well, there is no guarantee Rockwell will perform the 

same. From a mine plan perspective it looks like this is the ideal time to start speculating on Rockwell again. 

The diamond market fundamentals (as noted by Pimco, Dundee, etc.) would also indicate this. 

 



But this speculation requires patience and unless something unplanned happens, my objective would be to 

follow this well into 2015 (noted why below). 

 

 

ROCKWELL CORE FUNDAMENTALS 

 

Diamonds in excess of 100 carats are recovered from all of their mining operations. Currently the company is 

producing over 2500 carats monthly with an estimated 22 years mine life based on existing resources.  

 

Aside from potential acquisitions (industry consolidation), their core objective is to grow their processing 

capacity to 500,000 cubic metres per month of quality cubes and increase the recovery of large diamonds. 

 

This chart below is VERY important - this revenue growth is what we want to get into ahead of 2015. 

 

 
 

 

The following two tables show their reserves and development opportunities. The company has existing 

infrastructure throughout and the projects are in relatively close proximity to each other. 

 



 
 

 



 

The Saxendrift Hill Complex (part of the Middle Orange River region) has been their core focus for years 

(because of the high value of the diamonds), but they have several similar development opportunities. The CEO 

fortunately does a very good job of controlling their share structure so they will only look at expansion as cash-

flow becomes available or if larger investors are willing to finance under very attractive terms. 

 

 
 

In November Rockwell recovered a 287 carat diamond from the Middle Orange River region.  That was the fifth 

large stone from this resource in three months. 

 

"This 287-carat diamond is only the second rough diamond exceeding 200 carats produced by Rockwell in its 

eight-year history and is one of the largest stones produced in the Middle Orange in recent times. These results 

show that our plants are correctly geared for the recovery of large diamonds that characterize the Middle 

Orange River region. This is also a strong validation of our strategy to grow our alluvial production volumes to 

500,000 cubic metres per month in order to produce large stones more regularly and improve Rockwell's 

quarterly earnings performance.”  [James Campbell] 

 

The graphic below also shows the reason for their target production of 500,000 cubic metres per month. 

 



 
 

 

POTENTIAL ACQUISITIONS & VIDEO INTERVIEW 

 

Mining Weekly did a video interview with James Campbell on May 23rd – this does a good job of explaining their 

acquisition strategy going forward. James also explains their history over the past few years and their current 

operations. The fellow doing the interview is a bit “overly enthusiastic” (animated) but James Campbell comes 

across well. The video is 8 minutes and well worth watching if you’re interested in this speculation. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Im2UeXArcg#t=10 

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

** HIDDEN VALUE OF THE BENEFICIATION PIPELINE (approx. 6,300 carats) 

http://www.rockwelldiamonds.com/rcw/BeneficiationJointVenture.asp 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Im2UeXArcg%23t=10


Rockwell's beneficiation inventory is expensed in the quarter it is mined but not included as an asset on the 

balance sheet at the auditor's request. They have asked the company to take a very conservative approach 

because it is difficult to assess future value of diamonds.  

 

This inventory of 6300 carats consists of the more valuable diamonds that are partnered with Steinmetz 

Diamonds (50% revenue sharing over and above the rough diamond sale price less 3% cutting and marketing 

fee). Larger higher value rough diamonds go into the partnership and are then cut, polished, and sold by 

Steinmetz (a world leader in the industry). The average right now is near 5 carats per stone but many are 10 

carats or above. 

 

 If Rockwell's last quarter average from rough diamond sales (outside the beneficiation joint venture) was close 

to $2100 per carat (values amongst the highest in the world), it is a safe assumption that the average carat value 

in the beneficiation inventory must be well above that. 

 

Unfortunately we can only make assumptions as Rockwell does not disclose details on this. In this last quarter 

their beneficiation sales generated $5.4 million (this was Rockwell's portion). This diamond lot included one 

diamond that was a 109 carat polished vivid-yellow. That diamond could have been worth a million dollars or 

more but we don't know because it is confidential. They also will not disclose how many total carats were sold in 

the quarter. It appears these diamond miners and merchants like to keep their numbers very close to the chest. 

 

We may be able to assume polished diamonds in their beneficiation pipeline are worth $3500 to $5000 per carat 

on average (a speculative guess). IF that is the case, an inventory of 6,300 carats could have a partnership 

market value between $20 and $30 million (also depending upon the value of the very large stones in excess of 

50 carats). Rockwell being entitled to half of that less 3% in misc fees. 

 

Ignoring the future value of this Beneficiation Pipeline, Rockwell's net book value alone is worth approx. $50 

million versus a current market cap of $22 million at 40 cents per share. This does not take into consideration 

two very important variables: 

 

1) The Net Book value of proven diamond reserves is shown at only $27M. This is because they are not allowed 

to report estimated or possible reserves on the balance sheet. This is particularly difficult when you are dealing 

with the mining of gravels from ancient river beds - keeping in mind that the Rockwell diamonds washed down 

from nearby mountain regions that are known to be rich in very high value diamonds. From an accounting 

perspective you cannot book the value of these potential reserves but engineering studies "to date" indicate 

that there should be close to $1 to $2 billion in rough diamonds within their current mine plan. 

 

2) As noted above, the beneficiation pipeline of 6,300 carats includes rough and finished (cut and polished) 

diamonds that will be sold in the future (whenever they feel timing is opportune or the right buyers come 

along). It is very difficult to place a "book" value on this inventory. However, given the strength of this diamond 

market and their last quarter sales, I believe we can assume there is some serious hidden value in this pipeline 

of diamonds. Value that is NOT being reflected in the share price (again noting a market cap well below net 

book value for accounting purposes). 

 



 

CONFERENCE CALL HIGHLIGHTS FROM LAST FINANCIALS 

 8th consecutive quarter of revenue growth and profitable bottom line quarter  

 cash-flow hurt by older equipment (aging fleet) but leasing new equipment to keep capital costs down 

 2 million lost time injury free hours 

 $9.7M diamond sales and $5.4M beneficiation revenue 

 $4.2M operating profit before non cash items like amortization 

 

 Net profit of $345,000 in the first quarter, compared with a loss of $1.2-million in the prior year. 

 First quarter revenue increased 67 per cent year on year to $15.1-million 

 The overall volume of gravel processed and carat production from all company-owned properties were 

up 26 per cent and 90 per cent year on year, respectively. 

 Diamond market consistent since start of 2014 

 Rough diamond prices stable and increases expected 2nd half of 2014 

 Large polished diamond demand is strong 

 

 Operating three mines with multiple mining faces 

 Mine cost per carat is relatively high but they are working to bring that down and this will happen as 

volume of gravels processed increases (new leased equipment fleet). 

 Turnaround achieved without going back to the public market (no dilution) 

 Financial performance reflecting operational efficiencies 

 Carat production up 89% (all time record production) 

 Volume of gravels processed also at record 

 New CFO with 25yrs experience at DeBeers 

 

Focus Going Forward: 

 

 Increase exploration to extend mining life 

 Options to bring another regional property into production 

 Financing possibly available for consolidation within the industry 

 Continue to work on operating cost efficiencies 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

One thing I learned about this Rockwell group is that they are die-hard miners. This is a pleasant change in the 

world of junior mining and exploration stocks. And while not “promoters” in the general sense of the word, they 



fully understand the importance of proper shareholder communication – in fact, a lot of companies could learn 

from how Rockwell utilizes social media to keep their shareholders updated.  

 

They update their corporate presentations (PDF’s) on a regular basis, they keep their website current (which is 

very professionally done) and both the company and James Campbell maintain an active Twitter account in 

which they post photos, industry and corporate developments. It’s quite impressive. 

 

twitter.com/RockwellDiamond  

twitter.com/JAHC1 

 

IR Contact: Stéphanie Leclercq CFA 

stephaniel@rockwelldiamonds.com 

 

 

The RDI share price has struggled the past few years while they turn this company around, but as they hit 2014 

and 2015 targets, we should begin to see the share price gain traction. 

 

Near 40 cents the stock is only recently turning off its lows and there is a huge discrepancy between stock 

market value and fair value of the underlying assets. 

 

 In theory that should even make the 0.40's very attractive from a risk/reward perspective.  

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

July 3rd – CNBC Africa Resource Watch Interviews Rockwell’s CEO (12min Video) 

James Campbell is an industry veteran and well recognized expert so it is encouraging to see CNBC choose him 

to conduct this interview on the state of the diamond industry in Africa. He also discusses the encouraging 

developments they are seeing with investment in Africa and in particular the money (including private equity) 

coming out of London. 

http://www.cnbcafrica.com/video/?ytid=bBRVN_DakhY#.U7aKRb0EPLZ.twitter 

 

 

mailto:stephaniel@rockwelldiamonds.com
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Note: Graphics used in this report were taken from Rockwell's June 2014 corporate presentation. 

 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Disclosure: Danny Deadlock owns 125,000 shares of Rockwell purchased in the open market throughout 2014 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 


